Inventory Tracking Made Easy

Monitor item consumption, avoid waste and take control of your warehouse or stockroom.

Want to make your life easier and your organization more profitable? RedBeam Inventory Tracking is a simple and easy-to-use, barcode-based solution that enables you to automate your inventory-related tasks:

- Easily track item movements.
- Take cycle counts or conduct a physical inventory.
- Run useful inventory reports.

Inventory management processes often come under close scrutiny when organizations are looking to cut spending and keep costs down. Efficient inventory management requires absolute control over your stockroom — control that RedBeam Inventory Tracking can provide. The system is ideal for organizations tracking several hundred to several thousand stock items or SKUs.

Whether you track products, parts or supplies, here are just a few of the benefits you can expect from using RedBeam to improve your inventory control process:

» Cost Savings
» Added Efficiency
» Better Organization
» More Accurate Data
Please visit the RedBeam Inventory Tracking product page for pricing and additional information.